A big “thank you” to: the Alumni Center facilities team, the STVP staff, the session leaders and the facilitators

Takeaways

- Session on program structure was very dynamic, very engaging. Idea of assembling a profile was good.
- The Entrepreneurial Thought Leader seminar with Bob Sutton was good. It was good to see students and to observe their interaction in this setting.
- Movement away from business plans and startups to a broader implication of what we’re talking about.
- Session on assessing – what do we want to get out of our programs?
- Presentation of issues we face – some issues are shared, some are not. Discussion. Next time will be in one year. No continuity. Come up with some mechanism to work on these topics over the next year. Over time, we could build best practices to serve as a target for individual centers.
- Profile was great, but would be shocked if there were two schools that were the same. Perhaps set up interest groups around key challenges. Have those who have met those challenges serve as facilitators/presenters.
- Posters summarized five key issues:
  1) Growing a program
  2) Program sustainability
  3) Interdisciplinary aspect
  4) Integrating what we’re doing into the curriculum
  5) Motives
- The idea of challenges mirrors entrepreneurship – try to solve the most burning pains
- If people would share their challenges and, more important, if they have success and would share those
- Volunteers to organize this?
- One advantage of REE is close community. Potential of less honey information sharing on a public website.
- Value of conference is in who you meet. Format of discussion groups most valuable. Keep in mind goal of information sharing.
- Take a headshot of everyone and label with names to follow-up later – a face book
- We’re not taking advantage of the development offices to fund entrepreneurship programs
- Would be helpful to discuss financial sustainability of centers
- Use entrance essay for students and have them reflect on this upon exiting program
- Still a dearth of teaching technique workshops
- This is about the maximum size. Too big would change the nature of interaction.
- International component is valuable.
- Rethink the workshops. Very difficult to manage so many people in one group and should be physically separated. Have more parallel session.

**Web sites**
Educators Corner: http://edcorner.Stanford.edu
REE Session Notes: http://ree.Stanford.edu
Cornell site (videos): will be live soon

**Homework**
Type in Hawkins (for Jeff Hawkins) in the EdCorner video search criteria. Put in the word “college.” View the video on “What I wish I’d learned in college.”